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For Train Simulator® 2015,Southern Pacific purchased 247 powerful new Electro-Motive SD45T-2
diesel-electric locomotives for use on its mountain mountain routes. The locomotives are true 6-axle
units, equipped with 6-8 wheel trucks, 6-speed W-B electric gear, and a 3,600 horsepower Power-
Tech power unit, with dual Mitsubishi engines. These locomotives bear on their frames a large and
clearly visible speed lettering advertisement, as well as spray-painted speedometer, recorded at 70
MPH, with an “SP” speed code. The SD45T-2s are the most powerful locomotives in the company’s
long line of versatile “Dash 2” range of locomotives. The “T” in their designation stands for “Tunnel.”
They are a fresh addition to the company’s fleet, and for their speed, power and ruggedness are to
be found on every one of the railroad’s mountain routes. All of the locomotives are painted in
“Tunnel Motorme” liveries, in SP’s primary colors of scarlet and grey. Thirty are known to bear the
main company livery, illustrated here, and provided with a numbered, hand-painted cast window,
and another ten are known to carry the “Speed Lettering” livery, illustrated here. Of the 247
locomotives, sixty were initially deployed on the Cascade Line, a difficult mountain route also known
as the “Coyote Line” and stretching from Klamath Falls, Oregon, to Ellensburg, Washington. The
remainder were placed on Southern Pacific’s stretches of the Donner Pass and Tehachapi mountain
lines. The pack also contains scenery covering the Cascade Line, with four detailed liveries, including
the classic red and gray color scheme of SP. There’s also a snow wall which can be applied to a
platform. The locomotives can be brought to bear in the Donner Pass route available separately (a
purchase separate to the add-on pack) for Train Simulator. The name, “Southern Pacific Tunnels,”
has been coined for this add-on, but many people often simply refer to them as “Tunnels”! Train
Simulator’s southern California scenery has been carefully recreated in this add-on

Jump Kingdom Features Key:
A new paid Humble Bundle for you to pick from — including new assets, small moddable objects,
new music and more!
And the premium version includes 3 Steam keys, downloadable content maps (and some
downloadable art), an iTunes art pack, a placeholder models, an additional moddable objects, 4
beauty packs and more!

Humble Bundle is a web-based service that harnesses the power of internet crowdfunding to offer users a
chance to support creative developers or purchase games and other awesome content for a fraction of their
normal retail price. Each Humble Bundle is a collection of games that change each time all based on the tier
you pay for. Your support via paypal and/or credit card goes toward the developers of the individual games.
As a fan you will be able to customize your bundle by choosing between tiers so that you can support only
the games and types of games that you enjoy.

 If you enjoy our games, please tell your friends! It's easy - just go to our patreon page to view our largest
mod then share it on social media with your friends! Thanks!
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